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Introduction 
 
Welcome to our electronic news review published by M&P Legal. We hope that the 
publication is of interest to recipients. Please contact any of the individuals listed on the 
contact us page with comments for future articles.
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Advocate  
Damian Molyneux  
reviews ... 

... proposals to introduce new anti-bribery laws to the 
Isle of Man.

Associate 
Damian Molyneux
dpm@mplegal.im
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Manx anti-bribery regime in the pipeline  -  
but don’t cancel the golf day just yet

On 25 June 2012 the Isle of Man 
Government published the Bribery Bill 
2012 for consultation.  The purpose of the 
introduction of the Bill is stated as being 
to bolster the Island’s standing within the 
international community and to better meet 
developing international standards and 
expectations in the area of anti-corruption 
legislation.  If Tynwald approves this 
legislation then Manx businesses will need 
to scrutinise their procedures, but it will not 
mark the end of corporate hospitality.

Existing legislation (namely the Corruption 
Act 2008) was deemed deficient in certain 
areas when compared with the Bribery Act 
2010 (an act of Parliament) (“the Act”).  The 
Manx government’s intention therefore is 
to introduce more robust legislation in this 
area based entirely on the Act.  Basing 
Manx legislation on an existing English Act 
should ensure that businesses within the 
two jurisdictions are able to trade  knowing 
that they are complying with the same anti-
bribery laws.   

That being the case, perhaps of most 
interest to corporate entities on the Island 
(and perhaps further afield), will be the 
fact that the new legislation is intended to 
introduce an offence of failing to prevent 
bribery.  This can only be committed by a 
relevant commercial organisation (“RCO”).  
An RCO is defined within clause 10 of the 
Bill as either:-

1.) A body incorporated under the law of the 
Island and which carries on business 

8 contact us

(whether there or elsewhere); or

2.) Any other body corporate (wherever 
incorporated) that carries on business, 
or part of a business, in the Island; or

3.) A partnership formed under the law of 
the Island and which carries on business 
(whether there or elsewhere); or

4.) Any other partnership (wherever formed) 
which carries on business, or part of a 
business, in the Island.

The offence of failing to prevent bribery will 
be committed where a person associated 
with the RCO bribes another person with 
the intention of obtaining or retaining 
business or an advantage in the conduct 
of business for that RCO.  An associated 
person is defined as one who performs 
services for, or on behalf of, the RCO.  This 
could therefore include an employee, agent 
or subsidiary of the RCO.

At first blush this provision appears fairly 
onerous.  However it is intended that it will 
be a defence for the RCO to show that it had 
adequate procedures in place to prevent 
persons associated with it from committing 
bribery offences.  There will be no explicit 
standard of proof within the new Act in 
respect of what will constitute adequate 
procedures and there will be no definition.  
It is anticipated that in accordance with 
established case law, the standard of 
proof an RCO would need to comply with 
to show that adequate procedures were in 
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5.) Communication: Communicate policies 
and procedures to staff and other 
associated persons.  Training may be 
appropriate.

6.) Monitor and Review: Risks faced may 
change over time so procedures put in 
place should evolve.

It should be noted that there appears to 
be no necessity to put in place bribery 
prevention procedures if the RCO is not at 
risk of bribery.  Per the guidance referred to 
above, if there is a risk of bribery then the 
procedures to be put in place will depend 
upon how big that risk is.  It is also important 
to note that, if due diligence is required, 
then it is only in relation to those persons 
who perform services for the RCO.  How 
much due diligence an RCO undertakes 
will depend upon the level of risk faced.

The intended penalty for infringement 
appears to be a custodial term of up to ten 
years, and an unlimited fine.  

Finally, the good news is that it is not the 
intention that reasonable and proportionate 
corporate hospitality be caught under the 
provisions of the Act.  Golf, days at the races 
and a beer in the evening are all (relatively) 
safe! 

Damian Molyneux is an associate  of M&P 
Legal Advocates, Solicitors & Attorneys
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place, would be based on the balance of 
probabilities.

To assist with the quandary as to what 
constitutes “adequate procedures”, the Bill 
envisages a legislative provision requiring 
the Isle of Man Department of Home Affairs 
to publish guidance for RCO’s on procedures 
which can be put in place to prevent bribery 
by an associated person.  In England this 
guidance already exists.  It is summarised in 
“the Bribery Act 2010 – Quick start guide”.  
According to that guide, what counts as an 
“adequate procedure”, will depend on the 
bribery risks faced and the nature, size and 
complexity of the business.  Six principles 
are set out to help an RCO decide what, if 
anything should be done:-

1.) Proportionality: Action taken should 
be proportionate to the risk faced and 
size etc of business (there is further 
guidance as to how to assess risk).

2.) Top Level Commitment: Those running a 
business are best placed to ensure it is 
conducted without bribery taking place.  
This is about actively promoting the fact 
that bribery will not be tolerated.

3.) Risk Assessment: Consider the bribery 
risks the business might face (see 1 
above).

4.) Due Diligence: A business should know 
whom it is dealing with to prevent it taking 
on people who are not trustworthy.

Manx anti-bribery regime in the pipeline  -  
but don’t cancel the golf day just yet
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Christopher J Murphy 
Director 
cjm@mplegal.im

John T Aycock 
Director 
jta@mplegal.im

Christopher M Brooks 
Associate 
cmb@mplegal.im 

Consuelo Suay 
Associate 
csc@mplegal.im

Damian Molyneux 
Associate 
dpm@mplegal.im

Victoria L Unsworth 
Associate 
vlu@mplegal.im

Nadine V Roberts 
Associate 
nvr@mplegal.im

Carol A Young 
Conveyancing Manager 
cay@mplegal.im
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